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Possible metal-insulator transition at B = 0 in two dimensions
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We have studied the zero magnetic field resistivity p of unique high-mobility two-dimensional
electron systems in silicon. At very low electron density n, (but higher than some sample-dependent
critical value n„10 cm ), conventional weak localization is overpowered by a sharp drop of
p by an order of magnitude with decreasing temperature below 1—2 K. No further evidence for
electron localization is seen down to at least 20 mK. For n, ( n„, the sample is insulatigg. The
resistance is empirically found to scale with temperature both below and above n„with a single
parameter that approaches zero at n, = n„suggesting a metal-insulator phase transition.

Although the problem of localization in disordered
electron systems has been studied both theoretically and
experimentally for more than a decade, there remain se-
rious unanswered questions. Abrahams and co-workers
predicted that all the electron states in a disordered two-
dimensional electron system (2DES) in zero magnetic
field are localized at zero temperature. This implies that
there is no metal-insulator (M I) transiti-on in an infinite
2D sample. Recently, interest in this and related prob-
lems has intensi6ed with studies of the superconductor-
insulator transition in ultrathin metal 6lms. ' Further-
more, Azbel predicted that, contrary to Ref. 1, a sys-
tem of noninteracting 2D electrons in a model disorder
potential with a random set of "D-function" scatterers
at zero magnetic field and zero temperature is localized
only at energies below some mobility edge. At all en-
ergies above this edge, extended states exist. Accord-
ing to Azbel, 4 the disagreement between his results and
Ref. 1 might indicate that the resistance strongly depends
on the range of the scattering centers. For the 2DES
in silicon metal-oxide-semiconductor field-e8'ect transis-
tors (MOSFET's), Azbel's results might be applicable
because the predominant scatterers in these samples, par-
ticularly at low electron densities, have been shown to
be short range, similar to the model potential.

In the beginning of the 1980s, good agreement be-
tween theory and experiment was achieved on samples
with rather low mobility. Experimental evidence for log-
arithmic decrease of conductance with lowering T was
reported in Refs. 6 and 7. For samples with higher mo-
bility, an approximately linear increase of conductivity
with decreasing temperature was found at temperatures

1 K, ' at electron densities ns 4 x 10 cm
This was explained by the temperature dependence of
the screening function for elastic scattering. At low
temperatures, T 1 K, this increase in conductivity is
again limited by weak localization.

Further improvement in the quality of samples has en-
abled access to a qualitatively new level for this prob-
lem, where the electron-electron interaction, rather than

disorder, becomes the dominant parameter. For in-
stance, recent studies of the insulating behavior for new
ultrahigh-mobility MOSFET samples produced strong,
previously unobtainable evidence that the main mecha-
nism for localization at low n, in zero magnetic 6eld is the
formation of a pinned electron solid due to these strong
electron-electron interactions.

Here we extend these studies to concentrate on slightly
higher electron densities where localization is absent at
least down to 20 mK. We report interesting unprece-
dented behavior in similar ultrahigh-mobility (up to
7.1 x 104 cm2/Vs) Si MOSFET's. At zero magnetic field
and at low electron densities (but higher than some crit-
ical value n„10ii cm ), we have found that a con-
ventional weak localization, observed at T &1—2 K, is
overpowered by a sharp drop of p by an order of may
nitude as the temperature is decreased. We then see no
signs of electron localization down to the lowest available
temperature, 20 mK. At n, ( n„, the resistivity mono-
tonically increases as T ~ 0, indicating an insulating
state studied extensively elsewhere. At n, both below
and above n„we have observed that the resistivity scales
with temperature with a single parameter.

Four samples &om wafers with diferent mobilities have
been studied: Si-15 with maximum mobility p „of
7.1x 104 cm2/Vs, Si-12 with y, „=3.3x 104 cm2/Vs,
Si-14 with p „=1.9 x 104 cm2/Vs, and Si-39 with
p „=0.5x 104 cm2/Vs. Mobility as a function of elec-
tron density for these samples is shown in Fig. 1. All
samples are rectangular with a source to drain length of
5 mm, a width of 0.8 mm, and an intercontact distance
of 1.25 mm. The resistance was measured using a four-
terminal dc technique with a high input resistance digital
voltmeter. For each sample we observed the same p(T)
characteristics independent of contact con6guration. The
I-V characteristics of an electron gas are, in general,
nonlinear. ' ' All data discussed here are within the lin-
ear I-V region.

Figure 2 shows p versus temperature for Si-15, Si-12,
and Si-14 at diferent electron densities. At T & 2 K,
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FIG. 1. Mobility vs n, for different samples at T =at T=20mK
Si-15 and Si-39) and 60 mK (Si-12 and Si-14). Inset shows

p(T) for Si-39 at several n,
i I

temperature dependencies of p dependencies are rather
weak: p increases slowly with decreasing temperature
consistent with weak localization [Ap oc log T; see in-

set to Fig. 2(c)] for the four upper curves for each sample
and stays constant or decreases slight y ofor the two lowest

curves. But as the temperature is further decreased,
f ll curves below some critica p

n thedotted lines in Fig. 2, p sharply drops overpowering

h t T & 1 K no further evidence for electron local-
ization is seen at temperatures down to 20 m or e
curves below the critical lines. According to Re . , in
low-mobility samples true metallic behavior (i.e., p in-

de endent of temperature or decreasing as eas T decreases)epen en
has been seen, and a weak increase o eof the resis-never as een

s resent. Intance wi e'th decreasing temperature is a ways pre
contrast, for the curves below the critical lines, a eas
or Si-15 and Si-12, we observe strongly metallic e av-

ior, a strong decrease of p with decreasing temperature.
At the same time, for the curves a oove the critical line,
resistivi y grows

' t' 't s continuously with decreasing tempera-
ture, showing a permanently localized state.

F ll three samples shown in Figs. 2, one can see
a remarkable symmetry of p(T) dependencies a ou e

ves ad'acent tocritical lines, especially for the two curves a j
these ines. is is1' . Th' '

reminiscent of Bow lines around a
repulsive Axe poin a6 d t t T = 0 similar to that for the

uantum Hall eKect. » Similar behavior has been a so
reported for the superconductor-insulator transition in
disordered meta ms. ' o1 61 '3 Note that the critical lines for
samples with diferent mobility tend to the same p
7 x 104 0 as T ~ 0.

The low Tbehavior -of p(T) becomes less temperature
de endent with decreasing mobility: for examp e, o
14 the characteristic relative drop o t e r

' ' '
y

't e resistivity is ap-
i-15. Even-proxima e y rt 1 three times weaker than or i-

tually for the lowest-mobility sample, S»-39, e ow-

temperature drop does not exist see inset in ig.
This last p(T) is consistent with that observed in con-

ventiona i1 Si MOSFET's as reported in Ref.
anal sis%e have performed a one-parameter scaling ana y

'

for the resistivi y in et the temperature region mK
to 4.2 K, above the low-temperature saturation, or t e

l
' both below ("metallic" side) and above ("in-curves ying o e

sulatin " side) the critical line. The resul s or
best sample, Si-15, are shown in ig. . n
that the resistivity can be writtenn in a scaled form, i.e. ,

T, n, = p(T/To (n, )). Resistivities for the metallic
'd collapse into a single curve excep
t to the boundary with n, = 0.89 x

it' for the insulating side similarly p
Th densit dependence of To is s own

t. For both metallic and insulating sides,in the inset. or o m
'

al electron den-falls sharply as n, approaches the crit»ca e ec r
v cm This scaling analysis gives

results simi ar o el t th beautiful results presented in e .
for superconductor-insulator tran sition in disordered Bi
films.

urn )n„atThe observed absence of localization or n,

t f behavior and the satisfactory single-parametertypes o e avior,
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scaling of the resistivity suggest a phase transition. This
suggestion is consistent with Azbel's theory. However,
our results are not conclusive evidence for the existence
of a true M-I transition in a 2DES at zero temperature
due to the finite sample size and finite texnperature.

It is impossible to explain the observed sharp drop
of p at low T with the same mechanism (temperature-
dependent screening) suggested in Refs. 9—11 as the phys-
ical cause for weak decrease in p with decreasing temper-
ature observed at higher n, and T. ' For temperatures
less than the collision broadening of the energy levels,
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the singularity in the dielectric function is washed out by
collision broadening, i4 and the temperature dependence
of p should disappear (here r is the elastic scattering
time). In our situation, p, gets very low at low n, and
therefore the cutoff temperature T, becomes very high,
eg. , 30 K for p = 1 x 10s cm2/V whereas the drop of
p is observed at T &1—2 K.

Because the observed low-temperature drop of p is so
large, and because it overcomes weak localization, it is
reasonable to assuxne that it is caused by the destruction
of the dominant scattering mechanism for the 2DES. For
low n„ this mechanism is ionized impurity scattering.
A typical density for ionized impurities in high-mobility
samples is n; 10 cxn, ' which corresponds to
an average distance between charged scattering centers

10 A.)) r~ 20 A. , the Bohr radius. Therefore these
ixnpurities can be considered independent. A possible
single-particle mechanism for the destruction of the ion-
ized impurity scattering could be as follows. In prin-
ciple, for n; &( n, one should expect a strong drop of
the resistance at temperatures below Ts = Es/k~ (Es is
the binding energy), where the charged scattering cen-
ters start to bind electrons: in this case, the scatterers
are neutralized by trapped electrons, and, therefore, the
scattering of residual &ee electrons is much weaker than
at T & Tp. The binding energy for a single electron is

40 meV for Si MOSFET's, but screening by free elec-
trons strongly affects this figure. In Ref. 16, where the
effect of screening was taken into account, the binding
energy was calculated to be a few tenths of meV, making
Tg T„ few kelvin conceivable but somewhat un-
likely. In the &amework of this xnodel, it is also difBcult
to account for the scaling behavior of resistivity and for
the striking symmetry of p(T) about the dotted lines in
Fig. 2.

Another physical cause for the observed drop in p
could be electron-electron interactions which have the
largest characteristic energy at electron densities around
10" cm '-

TIT0

FIG. 3. Scaling behavior of the resistivity for Si-15. Inset
shows density dependence of the scaling parameter To.

(here E, , is the energy of electron-electron interactions,
e is the electron charge, e is the dielectric constant, Ey is
the Fermi energy, and m' is the effective mass). In fact,
there is strong evidence that the insulating behavior at
n, ( n„ is caused by an electron solid formation due
to these strong electron-electron interactions. One could
suppose that the state of the system near the M-I transi-
tion, on the metallic side, is an electron liquid doxninated
by a macroscopic multielectron wave function which sup-
presses scattering. The existence of such a "liquid crys-
tal" was discussed earlier (see, e.g. , Ref. 17) and recently
has obtained strong experimental support. The symxne-
try of p(T) depicted in Fig. 2 and common characteristic
temperatures observed for localized and extended state
anomalies are indicators of a common mechanism. This
favors a many-body xnechanism for the low-temperature
resistivity drop. This effect would not exist in more dis-
ordered samples such as Si-39, where disorder dominates
the system at lower densities, destroying the coherence
necessary to observe the multielectron collective state.

Finally, we would like to note that the similar destruc-
tion of already started localization by decreasing temper-
ature was recently observed at Landau level filling factor
v = 1 at very low n„on the border of the existence of
the quantum Hall effect. There it was considered as ev-
idence for the temperature-induced sinking of the lowest
extended state below the Fermi level as T ~ 0; in this
sense, the effect of temperature was equivalent to the ef-
fect of the disorder. If one admits the existence of the
mobility edge in zero magnetic field (prohibited by the
scaling theoryi and predicted by Azbel4), similar "sink-
ing" of the energy of the mobility edge with decreasing
temperature can cause the dramatic drop of p reported
here.

2
E —n, ' 5 meV )& Epi]2

~An, 0.6 meV h/r2m' (2)
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